In magnetohydrodynamics with Hall effect (Hall-MHD), weakly nonlinear quasi-monochromatic dispersive Alfvén waves propagating along an ambient magnetic field can be subject to transverse instabilities leading to the formation of intense magnetic filaments. This phenomenon, described as a transverse collapse within the asymptotic approach provided by the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation for the pump envelope, was also reproduced by spectral direct numerical simulations of the Hall-MHD system. We here address the dynamics at longer times, using a finite difference scheme
I. INTRODUCTION
Dispersive Alfvén waves are commonly observed in space plasmas, especially in the solar wind 1 , the magnetosheath 2,3 and auroral regions. 4, 5 They can be described in the simplest way by the Hall-magnetohydrodynamic (Hall-MHD) model for a polytropic plasma, in which the effects of ion inertia are retained in a generalized Ohm's law through the Hall term which discriminates between electron and ion fluid velocities. The present paper addresses in this framework the dynamics initiated by the transverse instability of a quasi-monochromatic Alfvén wave propagating along a homogeneous ambient field, leading to the concentration of the wave energy in field-aligned magnetic filaments. 6, 7 This phenomenon, called Alfvén wave filamentation, can be described as a transverse collapse in the asymptotic approach provided by the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation for the wave amplitude. It could in particular be relevant to the interpretation of recent CLUSTER observations of current tubes in magnetosheath regions close to the bow shock, where quasi-monochromatic Alfvén ioncyclotron waves have been identified. 8 While in Ref. 6 we concentrate on the early nonlinear phase and the validation of the NLS description by pseudo-spectral simulations of the Hall-MHD system, in the present paper we address the late dynamic evolution of the magnetic structures resulting from filamentation. For this purpose, we used a finite-difference adaptive mesh refinement code (AMR), an approach that looks especially well adapted to a situation where a violent dynamics takes place in a very small fraction of the total domain. In the final phase of the simulations, a shock capturing scheme was also implemented. A main observation is that the early phase of wave collapse evolves towards a regime displaying more hydrodynamic features, characterized by a strong distortion of the early-time cylindrical filaments, the loss of Alfvénicity, the development of intense current sheets and a strong acceleration of the plasma. Previous spectral simulations in a regime where the collapse is less violent are also revisited. We observe in particular an arrest of the magnetic field intensity, while the plasma velocity is still locally growing, an effect related to the emergence of a new geometrical arrangement of the various fields.
Strictly speaking, the present simulations concern a collisional plasma in a regime where dissipative processes can be neglected. Additional aspects specific of collisionless plasmas such as pressure anisotropy, finite Larmor radius corrections and Landau damping can also be incorporated within a fluid treatment, [9] [10] [11] leading nevertheless to a much more complex system of equations. When these effects are taken into account, the conditions for the instability and the consequent filamentation can change, 12 but a detailed study of this model would require an additional cost at the level of the numerical simulations that exceeds the present computational capabilities. In spite of its limitations, Hall-MHD however remains a useful model to describe large-scale plasma dynamics.
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II. ALFVÉN WAVE COLLAPSE
We consider the dynamics resulting from perturbations of a homogeneous plasma with density ρ 0 and pressure p 0 , permeated by a uniform magnetic field B 0 along the x-direction.
As usual, we define the parameter β = c 
where the induction equation (3) expresses that the magnetic field is advected by the electron velocity u e . In the case of an electron-proton plasma, when dealing with non-dimensional quantities, the latter is simply related to the ion velocity u by u − u e = j/(ρR i ) where e is the proton electric charge and j = ∇ × b.
An exact solution of the Hall-MHD equations corresponds to a circularly-polarized monochromatic Alfvén wave propagating along the ambient field, characterized by the con-
with σ = +1 (respectively σ = −1) for a right-hand (respectively left-hand) polarized wave.
The dispersion relation reads
When the (small) amplitude B of the wave is slowly modulated in the transverse direction, it evolves according to the two-dimensional nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLS)
where the group velocity v g is expressed as v g = 2ω
and the diffraction coefficient
A simple linear stability analysis indicates that the wave is unstable for transverse modulation when β > ω 2 k 2 if the wave is left-hand polarized, and when
it is right-hand polarized.
In the nonlinear regime, NLS equation (7) predicts the instability to develop in a wave collapse in the transverse direction, producing a strong concentration of the wave energy in magnetic filaments parallel to the ambient field. The solution of the NLS equation nevertheless blows up in a finite time, 15 indicating a breakdown of the ordering associated with NLS asymptotics.
III. THE NUMERICAL SETTING
In previous papers, 6, 7 using Fourier pseudo-spectral simulations of the Hall-MHD equa- .
In the present paper, we reconsider these two cases in order to address more specifically the dynamics at later times, with the aim of getting some insight into the possible arrest of the collapse and the transition to other qualitatively different regimes, beyond the time scale associated with the NLS modulation analysis. Due to the strong spatial localization of the small scales resulting from the filamentation process, the use of adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR) appears suitable for the present situation. The implemented AMR strategy is based on the method described in Ref. 16 , but has been extended and modified to work on massive parallel computers. In particular, we use a tree-based grid block hierarchy with recursive block bi-sectioning, and an ordering along space filling curves for the parallel distribution.
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In these simulations, spatial discretization is based on a fourth order finite differences scheme, and after strong longitudinal gradients have developed, on a third order shock-capturing finite volume scheme of CWENO-type.
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A major issue in magnetized plasma simulations is the solenoidal constraint on the magnetic field. Here, we applied the divergence-cleaning strategy as introduced in
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. Mesh refinement has been triggered on the basis of an indicator for the growth of |b ⊥ |. While this is a simple heuristic choice for the present problem, it seems adequate as far as intense magnetic filaments are the most prominent feature emerging from the simulation. Convergence was checked by subsequently making the refinement criterion more stringent in consequent restarts of the simulation. Note that contrary to simulations of (quasi-)singularity formation in incompressible fluids or MHD-plasmas 16, 20, 21 the limiting factor for the computations here is not memory requirement, but rather CPU time consumption due to the severe time step restriction for explicit methods resulting from the quadratic dispersion relation (6).
IV. LATE DEVELOPMENTS OF THE FILAMENTATION PROCESS
In the case of Run I, which is characterized by a small amplitude and a long wavelength of the pump wave, the early nonlinear dynamics is typical of the phenomenon of transverse collapse. The unique filament that forms in this run focuses to a size so small that the resolution of 128 3 collocation points used in the spectral simulation 6 becomes, after a while, insufficient to follow the dynamics. This simulation nevertheless reveals that when amplified, the wave progressively looses its circular polarization. This is seen in Fig. 1 which displays the longitudinal variation of the transverse velocity and magnetic field amplitudes |u ⊥ | and |b ⊥ | along a filament. At time t = 620 (thin lines), these fields still preserve a roughly uniform profile in the longitudinal direction, typical of circularly polarized Alfvén waves, but this property is progressively lost (t = 650, thick lines).
In order to explore the dynamics at longer times, we continued the simulation using an AMR code, which prescribes refinements until a local resolution around the magnetic filaments equivalent to 512 3 uniformly distributed grid points.
The resulting evolution of the maximum of the wave amplitude |b ⊥ | is shown in Fig. 2 which displays a perfect match between the two algorithms during the overlap time interval, and no indication for saturation of the wave amplitude. Although the AMR approach would permit the run to be continued after performing
an additional mesh refinement, the stringent constraint on the time step and the resulting computational costs make the operation hardly possible. Moreover, even with AMR the progressive steepening of the fields seems difficult to be captured, and we also remark that the minimal mesh size has now reached 0.2 ion inertial lengths, a scale that in the present simulations at moderate β, can be considered as marginal for the physical realization of the Hall-MHD model where finite Larmor radius effects are neglected. In order to continue the simulation beyond this stage, we thus resorted to use after t = 669.3 a CWENO method designed to follow shock-like structures. Isosurfaces of the wave amplitude in this regime are displayed in Fig. 3 (bottom) at time t = 671 and 673. We observe that the filament breaks in the longitudinal direction and the wave amplitude saturates while the maximal plasma flow velocity remains close to the Alfvén speed.
V. ARREST OF MAGNETIC FIELD GROWTH
As already mentioned, in spite of the use of an AMR algorithm, it was not possible to push Run I on times long enough to observe an arrest of the wave collapse, without using a dissipative scheme. The reason for this might be the large scale separation between the pump wavelength and the ion inertial length we prescribed in order to obtain a strong filamentation regime. However, if, as seen in Fig. 3 (bottom) , a singular shock-like structure develops before the arrest of the wave collapse it is impossible to continue beyond the shock formation without an appropriate numerical scheme. In this section, using a spectral code with a 128 3 grid points, (corresponding of a mesh size of 0.2 ion inertial lengths) we consider a less asymptotic regime by reducing the scale separation in order to improve the small-scale resolution. We look in fact for a situation in which the collapse is less strong, so that it could be arrested before the development of singular shock-like structures, which require a dissipative scheme to be captured. In this Run II, already considered in 6 , we observe that two magnetic filaments are successively formed in distinct regions of the computational domain. Channels of intense longitudinal plasma flow develop in their interior. Figure 4 displays the time evolution of the maxima of the transverse magnetic and velocity fields |b ⊥ | and |u ⊥ |, and of the longitudinal velocity u x in the regions where these individual structures are localized. As in Run I, the perpendicular magnetic field intensifies and the filaments focus in the transverse direction as described by the NLS collapse, but the local intensity growth is weaker. After some time, however, the filament that forms first displays a clear saturation of |b ⊥ |, while no saturation is seen for |u ⊥ | or u x (Fig. 4a) . For the second magnetic filament (Fig. 4b) , no tendency of saturation is observed before the end of the simulation. The observed saturation of the magnetic field in a regime where the velocity is still increasing is a strong evidence that the system is no longer amenable to a description in terms of weakly nonlinear waves. The magnetic field evolution resulting from the advection of the electron velocity, the saturation process appears as a consequence of the emerging of new geometrical configuration where the electron velocity and the magnetic field tend to align, which leads to a strong inhibition of the stretching process. In order to support this argument, we consider in Fig. 6 (medium, b) the plot of | cos(b, u e )| in a plane including a longitudinal cut of the saturated filament, at time t = 75.35. This quantity that is essentially negligible as long as the NLS scaling is relevant, reaches a maximum close to unity in the later on regime. We observe on Fig. 6 (medium, b) that in a significant part of the region occupied by the saturated magnetic structure, the above quantity is indeed relatively strong.
Such a directional coherence is much weaker at earlier times or for the magnetic filament that did not yet saturate. Note however that the structures are not static and that advection processes can still be efficient.
In this simulation we thus observe a growth of the magnetic field inside the filaments that is less violent than in Run I which enables the simulation to be continued beyond the arrest of collapse. We conjecture that a similar arrest will also occur in Run I, at a later time that the resolution we used cannot reach due to the steepening of the velocity field and the concentration of the current at smaller and smaller scales. The arrest of collapse is then accompanied by the transition from an Alfvénic-dominated regime to a situation dominated by non-Alfvénic hydrodynamic features at small scales.
In order to explore the evolution at longer time, we resorted to perform a simulation using a CWENO shock-capturing scheme starting from the time when the parallel plasma velocity u x becomes of the order of half the Alfvén speed (time t ≈ 70). Such a simulation is illustrated in Fig. 6 (bottom). With this method, we observe a decay of the flow together with the saturation and defocusing of the magnetic structures, accompanied by a complete longitudinal break-up of the filaments. In addition, the filaments are split in the transversal direction as seen in the cross section of the perpendicular magnetic field in Fig. 6 (bottom, c).
VI. CONCLUSION
The use of an AMR method enabled us to observe the detailed features of the advanced filamentation process for a small-amplitude Alfvén wave (Run I), characterized by the distortion and steepening of the collapsing structures and the development of strong plasma jets. These intense axial flows in turn lead to the formation of sharp gradients that were captured using a CWENO method.
At larger amplitude and smaller wavelength (Run II), the filamentation mechanism is less violent and a transition is observed from a typical Alfvén wave collapse towards a regime in which hydrodynamical processes are the dominant feature. The need for scale separation being less compelling, the saturation of at least one filament can be achieved without resorting to numerically dissipative schemes. We conjecture that a similar transition between a wave collapse regime to the development of dominant hydrodynamic features also occurs at later time in the case of Run I. The very stiff character of this run due to an intense filamentation regime makes the numerical simulation of this transition hardly possible.
An interesting question concerns the possible generality of the observed filament distortion, whatever the the origin of the filament is. Formation of current sheets and gradient singularities can be reproduced in the simpler model of electron-MHD where ion motion is neglected. Assuming a radial symmetry and a purely azimuthal magnetic field (and thus no ambient field), it is easily seen that the variation of the magnetic field along the symmetry axis obeys the inviscid Burgers equation.
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Similar gradient singularities were obtained in numerical simulations of the full Hall-MHD equations based on that geometry. and the AMR restart from spectral simulation (continuous line).
